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Abstract

Memory corruption is a common reality in today’s so-
ciety where using cheap commodity parts are the norm.
Such corruption can be detrimental to the stability of the
Linux operating system. Our goal for Project SWIF-IT
(Software-Implemented Fault Inject & Tolerance) is to un-
derstand how resilient Linux is to random corruption of its
data structures. Through software fault injection, we have
found that in general, Linux crashes immediately when we
corrupt an address data member, but that it is more toler-
ant to corruption of other data member types. We also in-
troduce a solution called the Redundancy Repository that
offers a service to detect and recover from corrupted data.
Finally, we show that our solution does not introduce any
significant performance overhead.

1 Introduction

”Memory meets corruption, IT happens everyday, IT
could happen to you.”
–famous quote modified from the People Store Commer-
cial

It is a common practice for businesses, universities, and
research labs to purchase bulk quantities of low cost com-
modity computers to save money and increase produc-
tion. Furthermore, with highly successful grid technolo-
gies such as Globus [5], Condor [16], and even p2p shar-
ing applications, we can now share the commodity com-
puters across diverse organizations to effectively utilize
the tremendous aggregate compute power.

However, with the increase in reliance on cheap com-
modity parts, the reliability and availability of services
that run on these systems may be at risk. A major part
of any commodity desktop is cheap memory. Not only
does cheap memory not provide error correcting code, it
is also prone to corrupting data by randomly flipping bits
as a result of overheating, radiation, and other physical
factors. In general the corruption is unpredictable and can
occur anywhere at any time.

In this paper, we seek to understand how random cor-
ruption of the data structures in Linux affects its stability
and performance. We focus on three kernel data struc-
tures: the task structure which represents a Linux process;
the runqueue which the scheduling module relies on for
managing its runnable processes; and the zone structure
used by the memory management module to allocate and
deallocate memory pages. Our main method is to inject
faults into memory via a custom system call that allows a
user level program to specify precisely which data struc-
ture, which of its members, and which bits to corrupt. To
date, there has been lots of research on how software in
general reacts to random bit flips occurring anywhere in
memory; however there are no such studies that focused
on corrupting specific data structures in the Linux operat-
ing system.

The second part of the paper introduces the Redun-
dancy Repository which is a centralized location that of-
fers services to any part of the kernel that wants to protect
specific locations of memory from random bit corruption.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 3 we discuss how we inject faults, and section 4 we
corrupt the data structures and discuss results. For the sec-
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ond part of our paper, section 5 reviews the Redundancy
Repository including recovery methods and performance
results .

2 Fault Injection Methods

In this section, we describe how we inject faults into
memory, and also the kind of faults we injected.

2.1 Why SWIFI?

Fault injection is a popular method for testing system ro-
bustness. The injector can either be hardware or software
based, but its purpose to insert faults into components of
a target system remains the same. On one hand, the hard-
ware fault injector requires the deployment of a special-
ized physical device to access the components of the tar-
get system. Such hardware can be very expensive. Also,
building a hardware fault injector can take lots of engi-
neering effort, and once built, it is very difficult if not
impossible to change how it injects faults [17]. On the
other hand, there is software-implemented fault injection
(SWIFI). SWIFI in comparison to hardware based meth-
ods, is easier to implement and more adaptable to chang-
ing fault injection formats.

However, SWIFI does have its drawbacks. Since the
fault injector is implemented within the kernel, its mem-
ory corruption is restricted to the kernel’s view of the
hardware. In other words, it is easy to corrupt a data struc-
ture inside the kernel’s process table, but relatively hardto
corrupt the 5th bit of the third row on the memory chip.

2.2 Corrupting Data Structures

Since we do not corrupt every bit of memory, a natural
question to ask is how to choose what to corrupt. Given
that our goal is to see how the Linux kernel reacts to mem-
ory faults, we want to corrupt an array of structures that
the kernel constantly uses. We also want to choose struc-
tures that are critical to the kernel’s functionality. One
such example is the process. A process is fundamental
to any multiprogramming operating system. The kernel
manages the process by keeping critical information on
its state including runnability, priority, held locks and ad-
dress space boundaries within the taskstruct data struc-

Figure 1:task struct. What is inside.

ture 2. The kernel then uses the taskstruct to effectively
manage the system’s processes.

Given a taskstruct for a single process, we first focus
on corrupting a subset of the data members that are rep-
resentative of what a user process needs to run. These
include the process’s priority, timeshare, virtual memory
pointer and the data in the virtual memory structure??.

To corrupt a member of a data structure, we flip each
bit beginning at the 0th bit and ending at the 31st bit. We
focus only on the first 32 bits even if the data member is
larger, although a majority of the data members are 32 bits
long. Since bit flips are the most common form of physi-
cal memory corruption, our method mimics what happens
in real hardware faults.

To inject the faults, we created a new system call called
FaultInject such that when instantiated from a user pro-
gram, it would have unrestricted access to the kernel’s ad-
dress space. FaultInject’s main purpose is to call another
procedure called InjectWorker that we create specifically
for each data structure we want to corrupt. The Inject-
Worker performs the actual fault injection by first gaining
access to an instance of the data structure, and then from
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Task_Struct Data Members  

prio Priority of process 
time_slice The cpu time allotted to this process 
lock_depth Lock protection for multiprocessor  
policy Scheduling policy such as FIFO, RR 

Task_Struct Memory Descriptor  

active_mm->mmap_base base of virtual memory area 

active_mm->free_area_cache First whole for cache data 

active_mm->start_code Initial address of executable code 

active_mm->end_code Final address of executable code 
active_mm->start_data Start of the initialized data segment 
active_mm->end_data Start of the initialized data segment 

active_mm->start_stack Beginning of automatic variables 

Task_Struct Virtual Memory 

Descriptor 

 

active_mm->mmap->vm_start Start address of the virtual memory area 

active_mm->mmap->vm_end End address of virtual memory area 

active_mm->mmap_cache->vm_start Last found VMA start address 

active_mm->mmap_cache->vm_end Last found VMA end address 

Task_Struct Memory Pointers  
active_mm Pointer to the memory structure 
active_mm->mmap  Pointer to the virtual  memory structure 
active_mm->mmap->mmap_cache Pointer to the virtual  cache structure 

 

Figure 2:Table of task struct Data Members We Corrupted
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Figure 3:Fault Injector Flow Chart

its knowledge of each data member within the structure, it
can update the data member’s contents with 1 bit flipped.
Essentially, the user program tells the FaultInject system
call which data structure to corrupt, which data member,
and which bit.

3 Results

3.1 Experiment Setup

In this section, we describe the process of corrupting a
specific data structure, and then what we do to see how
Linux responds.

The first step is to inject a fault, which we do via a user
program that calls FaultInject as described above. Once
the fault is injected, we then observe how Linux responds
with both the injected fault and with our workload run-
ning in Linux. Basically, we want our workload to in gen-
eral put a large load on the operating system. We also
want to make sure that we stress the kernel modules that
rely on the data structures we corrupt. Specifically, our
workload consists of 6 forked processes that run the Blast
Server, the Bayes Net Structure Learner, or an intensive
I/O program. This workload will result in heavy context
switching causing the kernel to swap processes in and out
of memory, and thus increasing the probability of the ker-
nel touching the corrupted data.

3.2 Fault Injection Results - task struct

From Figure 4 we see that overall, Linux is very robust
to memory corruption as long as the data member does
not contain an address. When the member is an address,
just one bit flip will lead to an immediate system crash.
Without the correct address, any access to the corrupted
task struct would crash the corresponding process after a
page fault or access violation. For example, when we cor-
rupted the pointer to the virtual memory structure, the ker-
nel was no longer able to get information about the pro-
cess’ virtual memory area without crashing the system.

On a positive note, we saw that Linux is rather re-
silient to corrupted members that do not contain ad-
dresses. When we corrupted the taskstruct of the Blast
Java process, the program continued to run even after we
flipped each bit of each data member, as long as the mem-
ber was not an address. We also saw that after corrupt-
ing the endcode and startstack members of the process’
task struct, both the system and the user program did not
crash. The reason is that during execution, the Java pro-
gram does not need to touch both data members and thus
no harm is done.

However, the system did crash as a result of killing the
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Figure 4:Crashing Percentage Due to Fault

Java program. The reason for the delayed crash is that
even though none of the corrupted memory was touched
during program execution, the kernel still has to clean up
and reclaim memory after the program terminates. At this
point, the kernel touches the faulty data specifying the
program’s memory regions. The kernel then attempts to
swap out invalid pages from the program’s stack and heap
region, thus crashing the entire kernel.

The top two pies in 4 shows that Linux does not
crash often during fault injection to the data members
of a process’s taskstruct. However, when the pointers
to structs within taskstruct are corrupted, Linux crashes.
For the corruption of data members such as priority and
time slice, the kernel hangs instead of crashing. We also
observe from the bottom pie that the kernel crashes 73
percent of the time when the Java program is killed. The
other 23 percent are kernel hangs or nothing.

In Figure Figure 5 we show the kernel’s oops trace be-
fore and after the crash. The trace showed what hap-
pened when the kernel released the program’s memory.
Since the address specified by vmend is invalid, the ker-
nel faults when trying to release the pages that do not be-
long to the Java program.

EIP is at mm_release+0x36/0xa0 

 

Call Trace: 

 

 [<c010352f>] show_stack+0x7f/0xa0 

 

 [<c01036cf>] show_registers+0x15f/0x1e0 

 

 [<c0103904>] die+0xf4/0x190 

 

 [<c0113ef2>] do_page_fault+0x482/0x6ba 

 

 [<c01031ab>] error_code+0x2b/0x30 

 

 [<c011d471>] exit_mm+0x21/0x150 

 

 [<c011df13>] do_exit+0xa3/0x320 

… 

<1>Unable to handle kernel NULL pointer dereference at virtual address 

00000020 

Figure 5:Out Put Of Kernel Oops

3.3 More Data Structures - Runqueue and
Zone

In this section we give a high level analysis of how re-
silient Linux is with respect to certain categories of data
members being corrupted. We identify 2 broad mem-
ber categories: count which contains some total (e.g., to-
tal number of free pages); and address which points to
some other structure in memory. We then corrupt the run-
queue data structure which is the core structure used by
the scheduler that maintains a list of runnable processes
for a single processor. We also corrupt the zone struc-
ture which is used by the memory management module to
group together memory pages with similar properties. All
workloads used in this experiment are the same as previ-
ous experiments. We corrupt bit 0, 15, 30, and then all
bits to get our results.

3.3.1 Results

From tables 6 and 7 we again see that data members that
contain addresses cause immediate crashes. However, the
members expired and arrays of runqueue did not cause
a crash in all situations. We believe that the eventual
crash (ecrash) simply means that the time to access the
corrupted data members was delayed. We conclude from
this that the time to crash after corruption largely depends
on the popularity of the data structure. We also see that
corrupting the count data members depends largely on the
actual use of the data. For example, corrupting nrrunning
and nriowait of runqueue result in a crash starting at a
specific bit. We also observed that as we increased these
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struct zone     

 Bit 0 Bit 15 Bit 30 All Bits 

lock crash ok ok ok 

free_pages (count) ok ok ok ok 

lru_lock  crash crash crash crash 

active_list (address) crash crash crash crash 

wait_table_size (long) ok ok ok ok 

wait_table_bits (long) ok ok ok crash 

zone_mem_map (address) crash crash crash crash 

zone_start_pfn (long) ok crash crash crash 

spanned_pages (long) ok ok ok ok 

present_pages (long) ok ok ok ok 

 

Figure 6:Corrupting the Runqueue. Here we show how Linux
reacts when we corrupt bit 0, 15, 30, and all bits. The result is
either ok (nothing happened), crash (kernel no longer responds),
and ecrash (the kernel eventually crashes).

 

runqueue data structure     

 Bit 0 Bit 15 Bit 30 All Bits 

nr_running (count) ok crash crash crash 

nr_uninterruptible (count) ok ok ok ok 

curr (address) crash crash crash crash 

idle (address) crash crash crash crash 

expired (address) crash ecrash crash crash 

arrays (address) ecrash crash crash crash 

migration_thread (address) ok ok ok ok 

nr_iowait (count) ok crash crash crash 

 

Figure 7:Corrupting the Zone Structure Similiar to Figure 6.

counts via bit corruption, the performance of the system
continued to decrease until eventually crashing.

4 A Solution Using Redundancy

”The cautious seldom err.”
–Confucius, The Confucian Analects

We want Linux and cheap memory to coexist, however
it is not acceptable to allow bit corruption introduced by
memory to compromise the integrity of Linux and ev-
erything that runs on top of it. In the previous sections,
we saw that in most cases corrupting a data member that
contains an address, results in the entire system crashing.
Our main goal is to provide a solution that prevents this
from happening. We also want our solution to be acces-
sible to any program within the kernel. In the following
sections, we first introduce two methods to recover from
corruption, and then we go over the design of the redun-
dancy repository. For the remainder of the paper we de-

note any bit sequence that has redundant information as a
”protected object.”

4.1 Recovery Methods

At an abstract level we want to protect a binary bit string,
such that if any bit flips, we can recover the original bit.
We consider two methods: the Hamming Error Correcting
Code, and Majority Vote.

When deciding which recovery method to use, it is im-
portant to keep in mind the various tradeoffs. For exam-
ple, what is the time overhead to update and access the
algorithm’s state? The time metric is extremely impor-
tant, because we are dealing with data structures that play
a central role in a major kernel module. As a result, such
data structures are constantly being accessed and updated
from many different entities in the kernel; thus a large
time overhead is not acceptable.

Another metric is the space overhead to maintain the
redundant information for the protected object. The im-
portance of this metric is somewhat up for debate. For
example, at one extreme, we would like to protect every
data structure in the kernel. In this case, if the algorithm
used three times the amount of memory for one data struc-
ture, the kernel’s memory footprint would be tripled!

Perhaps the most important metric we consider, at least
towards addressing our goals, is the degree of recovery
that determines how much corruption our algorithm can
recover from. For example, can we recover from one bit
flip or from all bits flipped?

4.1.1 Hamming Error Correction Method

We borrow from computational mathematics a method
known as the Hamming Code that will compute parity
bits (i.e., the redundant information) for a protected ob-
ject. The space overhead for Hamming uses an optimal
number of parity bits governed by the Hamming Rule:
d + p + 1 <= 2p

where d is the number of input data bits and p is the num-
ber of parity bits. In Figure 8, we see that the number of
required parity bits grows very slowly with the increase in
number of input bits. Finally, the degree of recoverability
is only 1 bit.
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Figure 8: Space Overhead for Redundancy Here we com-
pare the space overhead associated with Hamming and Majority
Vote.

4.1.2 Majority Vote Method

Majority Vote is easy to implement and understand, and
can recover all corrupted bits in a protected object. For
each protected object, we maintain two copies. For up-
date, any change to the original object must be reflected
to the other two copies. Therefore, the space overhead
is three times the total amount of memory used to store
all protected objects Figure 8. For access, the original is
compared to the first copy. If they are equal, then the algo-
rithm does not detect corruption and returns the original.
However, if they are not equal, Majority Vote assumes the
original was corrupted, and uses the second copy as the
original value.

4.2 The Redundancy Repository

”Just give me a location and I’ll take care of you!” – The
Redundancy Repository

So far we have described the abstract methods of recov-
ery. The question that remains is how do we implement
these methods inside the kernel? Also, how do we provide
this service to any program in the kernel? We address this
with what we call the Redundancy Repository, a central-
ized location in memory that stores redundant information
for all protected objects in the system.

int size

long id

char parity

Red undancy 

Hash Ta ble

Member Entr y

Figure 9:The Redundancy Repository Architecture.

4.2.1 Architecture and API

The architecture of the repository consists of a hash ta-
ble where the key is the address of the protected object,
and the value holds the redundant information, such as
the copies or parity bits for the object 9. Before touch-
ing a protected object, the programmer must insert either
checkRedundancy in the case of a read access, or up-
dateRedundancy for a write access.

checkRedundancy(AddressOfProtectedObject)
1. Hash on AddressOfProtectedObject to find the Ob-
ject’s redundant entry
2. If the entry does not exist
a. Create a new entry
3. Otherwise, detect and recover if necessary

updateRedundancy(AddressOfProtectedObject,
newUpdatedValue)
1. Hash on AddressOfProtectedObject to find the Ob-
ject’s redundant entry
2. If the entry does not exist
a. Create a new entry
3. Otherwise, update the redundant bits in the Object’s
entry
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Essentially in either API call, the protected object’s re-
dundant entry is found in the repository and either up-
dated or checked for corruption using one of the meth-
ods discussed in the previous section. Using the repos-
itory to protect an object is quite simple. For example,
consider the case where the programmer wants to protect
some object A. Whenever the programmer wants to up-
date A it calls updateRedundant before the update. Simi-
larly, whenever the programmer wants to access A it calls
checkRedundant to detect and recover from corruption if
necessary. At a minimum the programmer must call up-
dateRedunant before all updates if it wants to properly
maintain the redundant bits.

4.3 Challenges

4.3.1 Manual Insertion

A significant challenge of the Redundancy Repository is
the difficulty in adding protection to an existing kernel
data structure. That is, for each data member the pro-
grammer must first find every location in the entire kernel
source code that either accesses or updates its contents
in memory, and then manually insert an updateRedun-
dancy or checkRedundancy call. However, the situation
is not quite as bleak. With major data structures (e.g., the
runqueue with the scheduler and the zone structure with
the memory manager), the pattern of access and update to
such structures is not quite as chaotic.

For example with runqueue, the situation is quite good.
The key point is that the runqueue is private and can only
be accessed through a well defined interface. Therefore,
to protect the runqueue, we only have to search through
the sched.c file that contains the interface definitions. In
the runqueue entry in table 10, we see that updates to
the runqueue only occur in 1 file approximately 213 times
meaning we must insert 213 API calls. However, be-
cause a runqueue is defined for each CPU, all accesses
go through Per-CPU, an interface provided by the kernel
to locate processor specific data Figure??. This makes
insertion easier, because now we only need to search for
calls to the Per-CPU interface rather than having to search
for individual data member names.

The situation was different for protecting the zone
structure. In figure 10 we see that updates to the zone

data structure # of files 
# of 
occurences 

# of 
directories 

zones 4 100 1 

runqueue 1 213 1 

task_struct 18 200 4 

 

Figure 10:Pattern of Occurences of Data Structures Within
the Kernel Source Tree.

structure occur in 4 separate files for a total of about 90
insertion points. On a positive note, all 4 files are located
in a single directory that contains all memory manage-
ment code. However, the zone structure does not have
a Per-CPU interface, but there does exist a global array
of zones. Furthermore, any code that operates on a zone
must first access the global zones array to get the cor-
rect zone. Therefore, to find the insertion points, we only
had to first find the zones array and then manually search
ahead for accesses to a specific zone.

So far we have seen that protecting a data structure with
a well defined interface, whether it be through software
data hiding (e.g., the runqueue is private to the scheduler),
or through independent interfaces that aggregate a collec-
tion of instances of the protected data structure (e.g., Per-
CPU for runqueue and the global array for struct zone),
makes finding the insertion points much easier. However,
this is not the case for taskstruct where lots of differ-
ent modules directly access its data members. Table 10
shows that to protect the taskstruct we had to manually
search through 18 different files located in 4 different di-
rectories for a total of about 200 insertions.

4.3.2 Automation

Can we automate the highly mundane task of manually
protecting a single data structure and all of its data mem-
bers? One can imagine that the automation takes place at
the compiler level. At this level, if the compiler knows
which data members for which data structure we want to
protect, it can then insert the API call whenever a data
member is accessed. We believe the compiler is the best
candidate for the job, because it knows the code structure.
For example, it knows if a data member will be updated
or read.
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4.3.3 Programmer Fault Injection

What happens if two separate clients protect the same ob-
ject, but one of the clients is a bad programmer and pro-
tects the object by accident? For example, one client is
the scheduler that protects the runqueue. A second client
named badDriver is a random driver that wants to pro-
tect its own data structure called foo. To do this bad-
Driver simply inserts updateRedundancy before updating
foo. However, because badDriver was not careful in ini-
tializing foo, some how foo ended up having the same
address as runqueue. As a consequence, badDriver is able
to corrupt the runqueue structure without the Redundancy
Repository being able to detect.

As a solution to this problem, we slightly modified
checkRedundancy and updateRedundancy to include a
third argument called ID which is chosen by the client. A
set of clients may still protect the same data structure, but
they must provide the same ID. For example, when bad-
Driver calls updateRedundancy with the ID ”badDriver”
the redundancy will warn the badDriver instead of updat-
ing its repository.

4.4 Results

In this experiment, we re-ran our previous experiment for
the runqueue, but this time we protected it with our Re-
dundancy Repository. As a result of the protection, Linux
did not crash and it did not suffer any noticeable perfor-
mance hits.

4.4.1 How Much Time Does Redundancy Have?

In this section we show how much time a redundant
method can use to update and check its state. These re-
sults are especially useful in the case where we would
like to use a more complex error correcting code that re-
quires lots of computation time, but is both optimal in
space and can recover from an arbitrary number of bit
flips. To get the results, we first protected all members
of the runqueue data structure and then replaced the code
in checkReduancy and updateRedundancy with a single
delay specified at runtime. We then ran 15 processes
each running a simple program that ran for 2 seconds,
and then recorded the average response time for differ-
ent delay times. From 11 we see that up to about 2400
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Figure 11: Time Overhead for Redundancy Here we show
how much time the redundancy method has to perform its calcu-
lations.

microseconds, we do not measure any performance hit.
Also with the real API calls, we were not able to measure
any performance hit. However, after 2400 microseconds
the response time rapidly increased to about 90 seconds.
We conclude that the redundancy code has at most 2400
microseconds to perform its calculations.

5 Related Work

Fault tolerance and stress testing help determine a sys-
tem’s robustness. Due to the need for reliable systems
with minimal down time, the fault tolerance community
has developed a variety of tools for testing a system’s ro-
bustness [1] [9] [10] [17] [13]. All of these studies seek
to emulate physical memory corruption or buggy software
by inserting faults into components of a target hardware or
software system, and analyze its robustness.

SWIFI is a common approach for fault injection. In the
HiPerFI paper, a ptrace-based SWIFI is used as the fault
injector, because of its non intrusiveness and low over-
head [17]. HiPerFI uses the exception handler to en-
ter the Linux kernel to inject faults. Others, like FIAT,
simulate system operation under abnormal conditions by
altering the contents of memory or registers [1]. There
are also SWIFI tools such as NFTAPE that provide sev-
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eral different types of fault injection [13]. For example,
NFTAPE supports an arbitrary fault model and can tar-
get several heterogeneous systems concurrently. For our
work, we used SWIFI to get quick and unrestricted access
to all kernel data structures.

There is also lots of work on various methods of how
to inject faults within a SWIFI framework [7] [12]. Such
works focused on corrupting a wide coverage of soft-
ware’s memory footprint by choosing memory locations
at random. However, SWIF-IT uses data structure names
to corrupt specific memory locations with specific seman-
tic meaning. This approach lets you know exactly what is
being corrupted and also gives insight to the functionality
of specific data members. The work on FIAT is similar to
our method in that the fault injection is controlled by the
user at the task level [1]. Once we choose the location
of memory to corrupt, SWIF-IT injects faults like many
other studies [12] [9] [1]. It uses bit flips and invalid pa-
rameters for fault.

6 Conclusions

Through project SWIF-IT (Software-Implemented Fault
Inject & Tolerance), we learned that Linux has an un-
desirable fault tolerance to even single bit corruption to
its data structures. In particular, we found in most cases
that when we corrupted an address data member, the en-
tire Linux system crashed. However, with data members
that contain counts or other integer values, we saw that
corrupting those values resulted in behavior dependent on
the how the member is used. For example, in the case of
members that holds counts, flipping bits either caused a
decrease in system performance or eventually caused the
system to crash.

Although Linux cannot handle the corruption of its ad-
dress data members, we were able to provide a solution
known as the Redundancy Repository that holds redun-
dant information for protected objects (e.g., data mem-
bers). We then demonstrated that using this Repository to
protect the runqueue, all previous corruptions to the run-
queue no longer crashed the system. We also showed that
the method used for recovery such as Hamming or Ma-
jority Vote should use no more than 2400 microseconds
to update its internal state. After 2400 microseconds, the
entire operating system takes a huge performance hit.
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